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Motivation

Pre-GFC Post-GFC

• Frequent celebration of the 

“exceptionalism” of Canada’s policy regime

• Inflation-targeting;  labour market 

flexibilization policies; hegemonic norm of 

balanced budgets; and, especially, free 

trade agreements with the US (1988) and 

with the US and Mexico (1994). 

• “Household debt exceeded 170 percent of 

disposable in come in 2019, one of the 

highest levels among G20 countries” (IMF 

2021).

• “Debt-to-assets and debt service-to-

income ratios for non-financial corporates 

at end 2019 were the highest among the 

G7” (IMF 2021).
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Approaches to Canadian political economy 

Dependency or 
‘staples’ theory Marxism Capital as Power
• Focus on foreign ownership 

(Levitt 1970; Clement 1977).

• Or the role of primary 

commodity ‘staples’ exports 

(Watkins 1963; Stanford 2008, 

2019).

• Conceptual frame on

accumulation 

(McCormack/Workman 2015).

• Linked to the state (Panitch 

1977; Albo/Jenson 1997).

• Corporate power (Carroll 

1986).

• Internationalization of 

Canadian capital (Klassen 

2009, 2014).

• Investigation of the differential 

accumulation of dominant 

capital (Brennan 2013, 2014).
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Background: ‘Staples’ U-turn

Source: Stanford (2019). 4



Background: Patterns of trade

Source: Klassen (2014). 5



Post-Keynesian macro: a demand-centred
approach

Growth regimes Macroeconomic policy regime

• Typology derived from patterns of sectoral 

financial balances and growth 

contributions by component of GDP (e.g.

Dodig et al. 2016; Dünhaupt/Hein 2019).

• Analytical focus on the sources and 

financing of demand.

• Assessment of the demand effects of each 

lever of macroeconomic policy (monetary, 

fiscal, and incomes policy) as well as of 

open economy conditions (e.g.

Hein/Martschin 2021).

• Derived from the optimal post-Keynesian 

policy mix to support a stable domestic 

demand-led regime.
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Typology of growth regimes

Source: Dünhaupt/Hein (2019, 458).
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Export-led mercantilist Weakly export-led Domestic demand-led Debt-led private demand boom

• Positive financial balances of the 
private sector, and the private 
household sector;

• negative financial balances of 
the external sector;

• positive balance of goods and 
services;

• positive growth contributions of 
net exports.

Either
• positive financial balances of the 

private sector,
• negative financial balances of 

the external sector,
• positive balance of goods and 

services;
• negative growth contributions 

of net exports.

Or
• negative but improving financial 

balances of domestic sectors;
• positive but declining financial 

balances of external sector;
• negative but improving net 

exports;
• positive growth contributions of 

net exports.

• Positive financial balances of the 
private household sector and 
positive or balanced financial 
balances of the private sector as 
a whole;

• balanced or positive financial 
balances of the external sector;

• growth is almost exclusively 
driven by domestic demand;

• around zero growth 
contribution of net exports.

• Negative or close to balance 
financial balances of the private 
sector;

• positive financial balances of the 
external sector;

• significant growth contributions 
of domestic demand, and 
private demand in particular;

• negative growth contributions 
of net exports.



Results
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Current account
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Sectoral financial balances
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Household debt ratios
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Macroeconomic policy regime

Monetary policy Incomes policy Fiscal policy
• Should target a slightly 

positive real long-term interest 

rate that is equal or less than 

real GDP growth to foster 

investment and support 

demand; role also for financial 

regulation and stability.

• Indicator: real long-term 

interest rate-real GDP growth 

differential.

• Should support nominal 

stabilization by linking unit 

labour cost growth to the 

target rate of inflation.

• Indicators: ULC growth rate 

and Bank of Canada inflation 

target; adjusted wage share.

• Should act counter-cyclically to 

stabilize demand at non-

inflationary full employment; 

role also for redistribution and 

public investment.

• Indicators: movement of 

general government structural 

balance and the output gap.
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Results
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Results
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Fiscal policy stance
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Comparative growth rates
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Summary and conclusions
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• This research deployed the tools of post-Keynesian macro to provide a new contribution to Canadian political 
economy.

• The findings demonstrate a series of growth regime shifts: a DDL regime from 1983-1991; a ‘rising’ WEL regime 
from 1992-2000; a ‘falling’ WEL regime from 2001-2009; and a DLPD regime from 2010-2020.

• The macroeconomic policy regime analysis shows that open economy conditions played a key role in these shifts 
of growth regimes via successive cycles of currency appreciation (decreasing price competitiveness) and 
currency depreciation (increasing price competitiveness). At the same time, the structural transformation of the 
Canadian economy via the secular decline of the economic complexity index makes Canadian exports 
increasingly dependent on commodity price booms.

• Fiscal policy has seen a return of public sector deficits but has failed to support the deleveraging of households.

• Reliance on expansionary monetary policy has directly encouraged the accumulation of private debt.



Appendix 1: Monetary policy stance
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Appendix 2: Incomes policy stance
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